Labor economics are changing
gig workers - no benefits, healthcare or retirement
employee provides all infrastructure to do the job
companies are not investing in their employees

Human-To-Tech “Touch” Quantitative Analysis

employees love working around their personal schedules
head-of-household can carry family insurance for all
trading comfort and future for job stability

event streams

do we have the right number
and type of employees?

Expected Behavior Code
many uses for event stream monitoring
bots to
collect data

Data Theft
account for variability
identify anomalies
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only management has “key”
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Quantitative
Analysis

Start/Respond
to group
conversations

Fit For Function
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sequence employees

done by
computers

right employee-to-task fit
do we really need all this software
is data getting stale
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ers

Under Engaged Employees
employee-specific

team filter
department filter
location filter
seniority filter
etc...

build consensus between
different weighted models

Database
Access
Logs

employee not feeling s/he fits in
not liking the type of work doing
family or personal issues

Metadata

can auto-set weights
and run multiple models

Keep to
Assigned
Schedule

hard workers, but not under utilized
do they need a new focus? training?
how do we maximize their contribution?

validated by
humans

Show up on
time for
meetings

Have an Alternative Mission
are they bad actors? harvesting our data?
planning to sabotage the employer
insider threat detection

Wanting to Increase Engagement

management
can analyze
employees in
the aggregate

Qualitative
Analysis

can vary weights
of each input

Actively
participate in
conversations

keep team at right levels
and avoid future layoffs

reduce logins to servers
immutable infrastructure
application renovation

blind data

Contacts with
End Users

anomalous human behavior
unusual access to mass data
use fake data records to raise flags

Executive
Intelligence

Employee Risk Score

Human Capital
Management

workplace-specific

identify top talent clusters
improve retention
focus on sense of purpose

The employee does not fit with company
The employee will be fine with training
The company is letting the employee down
Managers are failing at resource management

Overstaffed
too many people on any given team
not enough work to go around
especially relevant with offshore resources

Human Capital Management

Unwinnable Work Situation
models learn from
qualitative process
models automatically
improve over time

problems with team leader and direction
problems with peers undercutting work
specific hr issues that put company at risk

Forecasting Workload
bad at forecasting worker demand
bad at adjusting workload in real-time
dispatching too much busy work

